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The prevalence of young men in South Africa's criminal statistics, along with ongoing racial tensions in the country, has contributed to the enduring racist discourse of the swart gevaar, or 'black menace'.(2) This is a recurring story that stretches back through the decades of Apartheid resistance, "when street children and organised black youths were both represented in the media as ... (1977) . Der Ansatz ist in ihrem Selbstverständnis eine Anti-"bullshit sociology" der "Aussie"-Gesellschaft (Alphons Silbermann), politisch an Antonio Gramscis Hegemoniekonzept und ...
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National culture, ser nacional (national being), cultura rioplatense , cultura gauchesca , cultura criolla (creole culture). In Argentina the word creole often has a different connotation than in the rest of Latin America. While in most countries the word is used to refer to the offspring of Europeans born in the Americas, in Argentina it generally connotes a person of mixed origins, European ... 
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